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A SERVEI, S.A.U. we have been working since 1973 to offer solutions for rental and leasing of machinery.

From the beginning, one of our priorities has been to offer excellent customer service.

That is why we are positioned as one of the leading companies in the sector as a service.

We started the activity aimed at users of forklift trucks. Since then, our strategic location in Sabadell al Vallès 
has allowed us to meet the needs of a territory with a strong industrial implantation and a great capacity for 
innovation and production of high value-added goods and services. In addition, we have experienced the 
industrial increase of the metropolitan area of   Barcelona,   where the logistics sector has been developed 
following the strong increase in activities in the port and at the airport of Barcelona,   as well as changes in 
habits of Consumption of a population increasingly focused on new technologies and on the Internet.

All this has facilitated that SERVEI, S.A.U., stimulated by these changes and new challenges, has grownWith 
its clients all over Catalonia, with offices in Vic, Girona, Tarragona and Lleida, always offering the best and 
most modern range of machinery, constantly renewed, incorporating new models and new technologies.

One of these product lines has been that of self-propelled lifts,destined for industrial maintenance work, 
rehabilitation of buildings, urban services, etc.

Since 2004, as well as handling loads, we will also open people. And do it fromSafe and responsible way fits 
perfectly with our philosophy of Servei.

The emergence of leasing gives a definitive boost to the rental market. We offer this service directly or we 
manage it with the best financial options available at any time. Now, with a large fleet of machinery, we 
incorporate the flexible leasing formula to bring this system to new users. Innovation, changes and 
constant adaptation to the evolution of the market make 
companies demand flexibility when it comes to solving 
their needs and we offer different rental options from 1 day 
to 5 years.

Started in the 21st century, in the midst of industrial 
revolution 4.0 and of technologies 'IoT' (Internet of 
Things), we continue to offer our clients an excellent and 
advanced service. We want to contribute to improve their 
processes by providing innovation, commitment and 
reliability, collaborating with them in a competitive and 
responsible manner with the environment and people.

SERVEI, S.A.U.



Rental or leasing

LEASING

Lloguer- Renting
The advantages of "having" without buying

Leasing is a rental contract through which a natural person or corporate entity has the use of a product (in our case,        
a machine) in exchange for paying the owner a set monthly rental fee for an agreed period, normally three, four or         
five years. 

The special characteristic of leasing applied to the rental of machinery is that, unlike in the case of a purchase or rental, 
the monthly fee includes: 

 The rental of the machine.

 All the preventive maintenance checks prescribed by the manufacturer.
 The repair of any breakdowns that occur through the use and normal wear and tear of the machine during the contract period.
 All the fees related to the industrial waste management of the machine.
 The replacement of tyres that wear out due to the normal use of the machine.
 Transport of the machine to the usual workplace and collection at the end of the contract.

 Civil liability or all-risk insurance according to the customer's needs.

 The processing of the purchase and its cost.

 The processing and cost of a registration plate for the machine if it needs to be driven on the public highway.

What is LEASING?

Without prejudice to the agreed rental period, flexible leasing allows our customers (with the 
agreement of both parties) to incorporate changes in the following aspects of the contract:
 Replacement of the machine that is the object of the leasing contract with another 

machine type or model that is better suited to any new needs that arise in respect of 
daily work tasks. 

 Adjustment of the monthly fee, raising or lowering it, depending on the newly 
supplied machine.

 Adjustment of the monthly fee according to the intensity of use of the machine: when 
so required by customers, we adapt to the work rate of their business (we help them 
to limit costs or include more work hours, as the case may be).

El rènting flexible es formalitza a partir de terminis de 12 mesos de lloguer i fins a 36. 
S’aplica a totes les màquines de format estàndard que formen la nostra flota de lloguer. 
Només en queden excloses les màquines que, per les seves característiques, són molt 
específiques o especialitzades per a un cas o una activitat concreta.

FLEXIBLE LEASINGWhat is FLEXIBLE LEASING?

4 900 828 700



 A leasing agreement with SERVEI, S.A.U. for machines from its fleet does not necessarily involve any financial entity.

 In all its leasing contracts, SERVEI, SA supplies machines in perfect working condition in accordance with EC 
regulations and occupational health and safety regulations, with an up-to-date annual safety inspection and certificate.

 The rental fleet of SERVEI, S.A.U. includes machines of several brands, which allows us to supply the machine that the 
customer prefers.

 In order for customers to obtain an optimum return on their investment, the technical department of SERVEI, S.A.U. 
helps them to choose the most suitable machine from a technical, economic and productivity perspective, taking into 
account ergonomics and other aspects related to the operation of the machine, with the goal of ensuring its 
comfortable and safe use.

 In the event of a long-term breakdown, SERVEI, S.A.U. replaces the machine with an equivalent one until the repair is 
completed. This helps to limit possible idle time.

ADVANTAGESEconomic and financial ADVANTAGES of leasing
 Given that in a leasing contract the customer only pays a monthly fee, it is not necessary to make an initial investment to 

purchase the machine. As such, capital does not become tied up and remains available to invest in the production process.

 With a leasing agreement there are no unforeseen costs: the costs related to the use of the machine are fully 
controlled since they are fixed for the duration of the contract. Not even the annual retail price index is applied.

 A leasing operation does not appear on the balance sheet, in the Central Credit Register of the Bank of Spain (CIRBE) 
or in any other credit registers. There is no asset revaluation making it necessary to apply amortizations. It is simply a 
rental like any other service typically paid for: electricity, water, gas, etc. All the expenses are included in a single 
monthly invoice.

 100% of leasing fees are considered deductible expenses in the case of both corporate tax and the direct evaluation 
tax system for business people and professionals.

 Once the leasing contract has ended there is no obligation to purchase the machine, unlike in the case of other contracts.

RENTALS
In addition to leasing, SERVEI, S.A.U. offers the option of short-term
machinery rentals: a day, a few weeks, months...  
Companies often require additional machines to cope with occasional
needs, such as:

- - An increase in work volume

- - Inventories

- - Christmas season

- - Harvests

- - The transportation of machinery or heavy/bulky loads
- - Repairs or maintenance works in industrial buildings

Breakdowns in the customer's own fleet of machinery.

Short-term RENTALS

OTHER FEATURESOTHER FEATURES of the leasing service offered by SERVEI, S.A.U.
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FORKLIFTS
The counterbalanced forklift range includes a wide variety of 
models with a load capacity from 1 to 16 tons, including electric 
versions with 24, 48 and 80-volt batteries and models with 
powerful diesel engines or liquid petroleum gas (LPG) engines with 
very low emissions, making them suitable for works inside 
industrial buildings.

Our front-loading forklifts are suitable for all kinds of indoor and 
outdoor works, such as loading/unloading of trucks, horizontal 
internal transportation, feeding production lines, storing and 
stacking pallets at height, shelving, etc.

They are extremely versatile machines with a high production 
capacity, designed with ergonomics in mind to meet the needs of 
the most demanding user. They fulfil occupational health and safety 
regulations. They can also be customised and equipped with an 
extensive range of accessories that make them suitable for all sorts 
of special applications. Consult the details on pages 8 and 9.

Front-loading FORKLIFTS
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Front-loading FORKLIFTS

900 828 700



Front-loading FORKLIFTS

ELECTRIC front-loading forklifts

LPG front-loading forklifts

3-wheel chassis
Batteries of 24 V
(1 - 1,5 tons)

3-wheel chassis
Batteries of 48 V

(1,3 - 2 tons)

4-wheel chassis
Batteries of 80 V

(2 - 3,5 tons)

4-wheel chassis
Batteries of 48 V
(1,3 - 2 tons)

Diesel engines
(1,5 - 3,5 tons)

DIESEL front-loading forklifts

Diesel engines
(6 - 16 tons)

Diesel engines
(4 - 5 tons)

Gas engines
with low emissions
(2 - 3,3 tons)

Gas engines
with low emissions

(4 - 7 tons)
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Different types of mast:
standard, triplex, duplex

with full free lift

Load support

Indicating lights

Gas (LPG) engines with
low pollution emissions

White non-marking industrial
rubber tyres

Side-to-side fork shifter

Driving space with hydraulic
operation using levers

High-performance
diesel engines

Particle filters, cyclone
spark arrestors

Double front wheel
to increase stability and

the residual load capacity

Set of additional 4th and 5th
hydraulic functions

Hydraulic operation systems
using joysticks fitted on

the driver's armrest

Work lights

Protective structure with
high-visibility roof

Options of cabin with
laminated glass front screen

and wash-wipe system

Fork positioner

Batteries of 24, 48, 80 V; from
500 to 930 Ah, and HF three-phase

charger with auto-fill systems

Rotating safety lights

Super-elastic industrial tyres

Cabin door options:
metal or roll-up PVC

ACCESSORIES for front-loading forklifts
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ACCESSORIES

900 828 700



Multi-pallet handler for
1 or 2 pallets

Fork clamps for bales of recycled material,
paper, plastics, etc.

360º rotators with rotation both ways

Rotating clamps for the vertical and
horizontal handling of reels

Set of fork extenders

ATTACHMENTS for front-loading forklifts

Multi-pallet handler for
1, 2 or 3 pallets

Squeeze clamps with forks

180º rotator for handling and
dumping containers

Push-pulls for handling packaged loads
on a slip sheet

Crane arms for suspending loads

Fork clamps for bales of paper,
cellulose, fabrics, etc.

360º rotating squeeze clamps with forks

360º rotators with prehensile arms
for handling and dumping containers

Telescopic hydraulic forks

Axles for the horizontal transportation of
materials in tube form, reels, etc.

9
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FORKLIFTS

Logistics activity requires a very wide range of equipment 
for transporting, handling and storing pallets and goods at 
height. These electric machines are designed to work with 
a high degree of autonomy. They have a very compact 
design in order to offer, in each case, the best manoeuvring 
performance in narrow aisles and crowded spaces.        
We supply:

- Various electric pallet truck models for working inside 
containers, on docks and in loading/unloading bays, with 
or without a folding platform for the horizontal transport of 
goods on long routes.

- Electric stackers for storage at height, with duplex and 
triplex masts, lifting heights from 5.4 to 6.2 m, models with 
folding platforms, with both stand-up and sit-down 
models available.

- Electric reach trucks with lifting heights of up to 12.5 m, 
indoor/outdoor models and three-way handling models for 
high-density warehouses with very narrow aisles, smart 
guidance systems, a high seating position for the operator 
in some cases and a wide range of equipment suitable for 
each need.

- Order pickers for the first and second handling level of 
shelves, medium and high level for operations at heights of 
up to 12 m from the operator's hands. The order pickers 
are equipped with guidance systems and electronic 
optimisation of speed, acceleration and braking in order to 
minimise swaying in works at height.

- Multi-directional and 4-way side-loading forklifts to 
handle long loads and store them in very narrow aisles in 
order to make the best use of space.

FORKLIFTS for indoor use
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FORKLIFTS for indoor use

900 828 700



FORKLIFTS for indoor use

Forklifts for indoor use ELECTRIC PALLET TRUCKS

Forklifts for indoor use ELECTRIC STACKERS

Battery of 24 V
160 Ah
Pedestrian-powered
(1,3 tons)

Battery of 24 V
225 - 300 Ah

Pedestrian-powered
(1,4 - 2,5 tons)

Battery of 24 V
255-455 Ah

Folding platform
Side protection arms for driver

(2 - 2,4 tons)
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Battery of 24 V
255-455 Ah

Folding platform
Side protection arms for driver

Lift height of up to 5.4 m
(1,2 - 2 tons)

Battery of 24 V
225 - 300 Ah
Pedestrian-powered
Lift height of up to 4.75 m
(0,8 - 1,4 tons)

Battery of 24 V
300-600 Ah

Electric power-assisted steering
Lift height of up to 6.2 m

(1,3 - 1,6 tons)



Forklifts for indoor use ELECTRIC REACH TRUCKS

Forklifts for indoor use ELECTRIC TURRET TRUCKS

Battery of 48 V
300-600 Ah
Narrow chassis
Lift height of up to 8.5 m
(1,2 - 1,6 tons)

Ideal for narrow aisles
Man-down operation

Lift height of up to 11.3 m
(1,2 - 1,5 tons)

Ideal for narrow aisles
load handling and
order picking
Man-up operation
Lift height of up to 13.5 m
(1 - 1,35 tons)

Battery of 48 V
600-930 Ah
Lift height of up to 12.5 m
(1,4 - 2,5 tons)

(Option of tiltable cabin)
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FORKLIFTS for indoor use

900 828 700



Forklifts for indoor use ORDER PICKERS
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FORKLIFTS for indoor use

Towing tractor
High travel
speed: 12 km
(3 tons)

Order picker
1st and 2nd level
Lift height: 1 m
Maximum
picking height: 2.6 m
Additional lift height
of forks
(1 ton)

Order picker
Medium level
Lift height: 1-1.8 m
Maximum
picking height: 3.4 m
Additional lift height
of forks
(1 toa)

Order picker
High level
Lift height of up to 11 m
Maximum
picking height: 12 m
Additional lift height
of forks
(1 - 1,2 tons)
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FORKLIFTS and
TELEHANDLERS

FORKLIFTS and TELEHANDLERS
All-terrain

For certain activities, the characteristics of the ground make it 
necessary to use all-terrain forklifts. These are generally 
outdoor activities: construction and public works, forestry, 
agriculture, livestock, asphalt plants, upkeep and regeneration 
of beaches, etc.

For these works we supply a range of diesel-powered forklifts, 
from semi-industrial 2WD models to 4WD models.

We supply forklifts with duplex and triplex industrial masts, 
with a lift height of up to 5 m, and telehandlers with a range of 
load capacities and lifting heights from 12 to 17 m.

Compact handlers such as the Twisco are highly useful when 
you need a multi-purpose forklift. It combines the advantages 
of an all-terrain forklift with great manoeuvring capacity in 
crowded or accident-prone environments. 2.2 m turning radius
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All-terrain FORKLIFTS and TELEHANDLERS

900 828 700



ALL-TERRAIN front-loading forklifts

ALL-TERRAIN telehandlers

2WD
Diesel engines

Triplex masts
Lift height: 4.3 – 4.7 – 5 m

(2.5 – 3.5 tons)

4WD
Diesel engines
Triplex masts
Lift height: 3.7 – 4.3 – 5 m
(2 - 3,5 tons)

Twisco
Great manoeuvring capability

Diesel engine
Lift height: 4.15 m

(2 tons)

All-terrain 4WD
Diesel engine
Masts with lift heights
from 12 to 17 m
(2,5 - 3,5 tons)
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All-terrain FORKLIFTS and TELEHANDLERS



AERIAL WORK PLATFORMS

PLATFORMS
We supply a range of machines designed to lift people who 
need to carry out all sorts of works at height: industrial 
maintenance, building refurbishments, road services, etc.

- Scissor platforms are the perfect solution: they combine 
easy manoeuvring, large lifting heights and load capacity.

- The articulated and telescopic booms are suitable for 
getting past obstacles. They offer great manoeuvring 
capacity with the independent movement of the basket, 
without having to change the location of the machine and 
with incomparable horizontal reach.

We can supply electric models with white non-marking tyres 
for indoor work, and all-terrain diesel models for outdoor 
work, roads, etc.

We have published a detailed catalogue with the full range of 
platforms, including the technical characteristics of each 
model, along with advice on safety and use, which will help 
you choose the most suitable machine for your needs. We 
will be pleased to send you a copy with no obligation or you 
can download it from our website:  www.servei.es

AERIAL WORK PLATFORMS
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SCISSOR work platforms

Work platforms WITH ARTICULATED and TELESCOPIC BOOM

Electric scissor work platforms
Great manoeuvring capability

Lift height from 8 to 16 m

Diesel-powered scissor work platforms
Great manoeuvring capability
Lift height from 10 to 18 m
Self-levelling

Electric work platform with
articulated boom

Great manoeuvring capability
Lift height from 10 to 16 m

4WD articulated platform
Great manoeuvring capability

Diesel engine
Lift height from 12 to 43 m

4WD telescopic platform
Great horizontal reach
Diesel engine
Lift height from 22 to 40 m
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PLATFORMS
Within this group of machines there are a series of types and 
models that complement the standard range of work 
platforms described on the previous pages:

- Single-person aerial work platform, a small-sized work 
platform suitable for a wide variety of applications, when the 
reduced access space or characteristics of the terrain make 
the circulation of heavier models difficult. 

- Truck-mounted aerial work platforms, equipped with a 
basket and a telescopic or articulated boom, suitable for 
urban maintenance works and road services.

AERIAL WORK PLATFORMS
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AERIAL WORK PLATFORMS

Aerial work platform for PEOPLE

Aerial work platform for people
Load capacity: 150 kg

Lift height: 11 m

Lift for people
Load capacity: 240 kg
Lift height: 5.2 m

900 828 700



TRUCK-MOUNTED aerial work platforms

Truck-mounted aerial
work platform

Articulated boom
3,500 kg truck

Lift height: 20 m

Truck-mounted aerial
work platform
Telescopic boom
3,500 kg truck
Lift height: 15-17-19 m
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PLATFORMS
- Plataformes elevadores sobre camió de 3.500 kg, amb 
una cistella amb braç telescòpic o articulat.

- Plataformes sobre camió , ideal per a treballs de 
manteniment viari, enllumenat públic, etc. Alçades de 
treball de 15 a 20 m.

- Carnet categoria B.

TRUCK-MOUNTED

AERIAL WORK PLATFORMS



Fleet optimisation by

tracking via satellite

the use of each machine:

location, operating hours,

operator access,

impact sensors,

fuel consumption, etc.

and speed reduction inside

industrial buildings.

GPS / GPRSGPS/GPRS locating device

GPS device to
track vehicles

Operator identification reader: keypad,
card reader, fingerprint, etc.

Online computer application,
accessible from any computer
or device with internet access.

SOFTWARESoftware based on SaaS technology
Reports on location, use, operators, work hours, alerts sent by e-mail or SMS,
programmable features for the control and follow-up of impacts, movements
outside working hours, territory, low battery or fuel level, etc.
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MANAGEMENT and TRACKING of fleets via satellite



Technical OFFICE

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICE (TAS)

The soil or terrain on which the works take place

The load to be moved

The maximum height that must be reached

Height with mast lowered

Any corridors where it needs to manoeuvre

Ramps that have to be climbed, etc.

Side-to-side fork shifter

Clamps

Container dumpers

Push pulls

Rotators

Special forks, etc.

We are strongly committed to technical service.
The key to our success in this field lies in the fact that:MAINTENANCE

and REPAIRS

WE CAN DEAL WITH
any emergency

We have a highly qualified team made up of professionals 
trained directly by the leading manufacturers in            
the sector.

We have a fleet of van-workshops fully equipped with the 
latest tools and utensils.

We can have a technician on site within 24 hours.

We temporarily replace the faulty machine with an 
equivalent one if it cannot be repaired for active service 
within a reasonable time frame.

Operator of front-loading forklifts (diesel, electric, gas or LPG)

Operator of forklifts for indoor use (pallet trucks, stackers, reach trucks, order pickers, etc.)

Operator of aerial work platforms (scissor, articulated boom, crawler, tree-trimming platform, truck-mounted or all-terrain work platform, etc.)

Operator of telehandlers
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TRAINING

SERVEI, SA offers the following theoretical and practical training, in line with the legal occupational health
and safety regulations in force:

Thanks to its extensive experience in maintenance and logistics, our 
technical team is always on hand to advise you and help you choose 
the most suitable machine for completing the required tasks, taking 
into account variables such as:

It also provides any equipment and 
accessories that may be needed:

TECHNICAL OFFICE / TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICE (TAS)



FOOD distribution DRINKS distribution

AGRICULTURE and GARDENING SAWMILLS and timber WAREHOUSES

URBAN WORKS at height INDOOR WORKS at height

Installations, lighting, façades, urban works at height, etc. Industrial assemblies, electricity, installations,
painting work, maintenance, etc.
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APPLICATIONS

900 828 700102020



MULTI-PURPOSE NAUTICAL SECTOR

S a l e - R e n t a l - T A S - T r a i n i n g

APPLICATIONS



servei@servei.es
www.servei.es

GIRONA
Cordenadas GPS (grados, formata decimal): 41.991593 - 2.798594

Pol. Ind. Pla de Dalt de Domeny - C/ Adri, 25. 17007 Girona
Tel.: 972 393 289 · Fax: 972 393 108

BARCELONA
Cordenadas GPS (grados, formata decimal): 41.543164 - 2.12353

Ctra. de Torre Romeu, 22-40. 08202 Sabadell
Tel.: 93 748 43 00 · Fax: 93 727 74 81

OSONA (Barcelona)
Cordenadas GPS (grados, formata decimal): 41.9443 - 2.26064

Polig. Ind. Mas D’en Prat - C/ Santiago Ramon i Cajal, 83. 08500 Vic
Tel.: 938 886 403 · Fax: 938 886 405

TARRAGONA
Cordenadas GPS (grados, formata decimal): 41.140369 - 1.220332

Polig. Ind. Riu Clar - C/ Sofre, 28 Nau 11. 43006 Tarragona
Tel.: 977 19 94 26 · Fax: 977 19 90 93

LLEIDA
Cordenadas GPS (grados, formata decimal): 41.626051 - 0.660025

Avinguda de la Industria, 503. 25191 Lleida
Tel.: 973 940 484 · Fax: 902 884 399


